Create a Custom iPhone/iPad Lock Screen with Return Information
In case your phone is lost or stolen, someone would be able to contact you, even if the phone
is locked. iPhone using iOS 10 and higher.
A. Select a photo in your Camera Roll
A. Lower third should be fairly bland and not busy
B. Either vertical or horizontal
B. Duplicate the picture
A. Tap Share icon
B. Scroll down to find Duplicate
C. Select the Copy and Tap the Edit icon
D. Tap the Circle with three Dots icon
E. Choose the Markup Toolbox
A. Tap the + and select the Text Tool
B. Tap the TEXT frame and choose Edit
A. Type your Name
B. Return
C. Type your E-Mail Address
C. Tap the AA icon and
A. Slide to left to make text smaller if necessary
B. Tap off slider window to put it away
D. Touch the Text frame and move to lower third of picture
A. Resize by touching blue dots if needed
B. Be sure E-mail address is all on one line
E. Change color of text by choosing one of the colored dots
F. If you mistakenly make marks on picture
A. Back up using the UNDO button.
B. Be sure you have the T text tool active
F. When finished with text tap DONE and DONE again
G. Now Open Settings App on your Home Screen
A. Scroll down to Wallpaper and tap it
B. Tap Choose a New Wallpaper
C. Tap Camera Roll
A. Locate the picture you just modified with your information
B. Pinch and slide picture so it fills the screen and your text is in
the middle
C. Tap SET to activate it
D. Choose Lock Screen: you can also have it on the Home
Screen as well
H. Now you have a new Lock Screen picture with your contact
information.
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